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SUMMARY
The functions of trans-synaptic adhesion molecules,
such as neurexin and neuroligin, have been difficult
to study due to the lack of methods to directly detect
their binding in living neurons. Here, we use biotin
labeling of intercellular contacts (BLINC), a method
for imaging protein interactions based on interac-
tion-dependent biotinylation of a peptide by E. coli
biotin ligase, to visualize neurexin-neuroligin trans-
interactions at synapses and study their role in
synapse development. We found that both develop-
mental maturation and acute synaptic activity stimu-
late the growth of neurexin-neuroligin adhesion
complexes via a combination of neurexin and neuro-
ligin surface insertion and internalization arrest. Both
mechanisms require NMDA receptor activity. We
also discovered that disruption of activity-induced
neurexin-neuroligin complex growth prevents re-
cruitment of the AMPA receptor, a hallmark ofmature
synapses. Our results provide support for neurexin-
neuroligin function in synapse maturation and intro-
duce a general method to study intercellular
protein-protein interactions.
TR
AINTRODUCTION
During brain development, axons grow toward dendrites and
form initial contacts, and the contacts then stabilize, mature,
and differentiate into excitatory or inhibitory synapses (Su¨dhof,
2008). Both the initial contact and maturation phases of synapse
development are mediated by an assortment of adhesion
proteins, including neurexin, neuroligin, cadherins, and ephrins
(Su¨dhof and Malenka, 2008). Due to the lack of nonperturbative
methods to detect and study trans-synaptic protein-protein
interactions, however, the timing of these adhesion events, the
size and stability of adhesion complexes, and the relationship
between adhesion events and synaptic properties are largely
unknown.
In this work, we describe a method to image trans-synaptic
protein-protein interactions and use it to study the molecular
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lens of the neurexin-neuroligin adhesion complex. Both neurexin
and neuroligin are single-pass trans-membrane proteins, and
presynaptic neurexin binds to postsynaptic neuroligin in
a Ca2+-dependent manner with 21 nM affinity (Arac¸ et al.,
2007). Knockout (Varoqueaux et al., 2006) and overexpression
(Chubykin et al., 2007) studies indirectly suggest that the neu-
rexin-neuroligin interaction functions in synapse maturation but
is not crucial for initial synapse formation. Direct evidence for
involvement of the neurexin-neuroligin interaction in synapse
maturation is lacking, however, as are mechanistic details.
Neurexin-neuroligin interactions are most commonly detected
in neurons via gain-of-function or overexpression assays (Chih
et al., 2005; Chubykin et al., 2007), but these methods are non-
physiological and lack specificity due to the numerous alternative
binding partners for both neurexin (Ko et al., 2009; Uemura et al.,
2010) and neuroligin (Xu et al., 2010). Colocalization imagingmay
also be used but has a high false-positive rate because imaging
resolution exceeds protein-protein interaction distances.
The most direct strategy to visualize trans-synaptic protein
binding is GRASP, or ‘‘GFP reconstitution across synaptic part-
ners’’ (Feinberg et al., 2008). Used to detect neuroligin-neuroligin
contacts at synapses of C. elegans, this technique involves
fusion of GFP fragments to the proteins of interest. trans-binding
triggers GFP reconstitution and hence fluorescence onset.
However, because fluorophore maturation takes hours, GFP
recombination is irreversible, and GFP fragments have high
intrinsic affinity that might lead to false positives, GRASP is
better suited to synapse detection and circuit mapping than
minimally invasive study of neurexin-neuroligin interactions and
their dynamics.
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ERESULTS
BLINC Visualization of trans-Synaptic
Neurexin-Neuroligin Interactions
To address the need for new methodology to noninvasively
detect trans-synaptic protein-protein interactions, we turned to
E. coli biotin ligase (BirA) and its 15 amino acid acceptor peptide
(AP) substrate. 35 kD BirA catalyzes the ATP-dependent cova-
lent biotinylation of the central lysine in AP with a kcat of
12 min1 and Km of 25 mM (Ferna´ndez-Sua´rez et al., 2008).
Due to the orthogonal specificity of this enzyme-peptide pair in
AB
Figure 1. Imaging Neurexin-Neuroligin
Contacts between Hippocampal Neurons
Using BLINC
(A) Detection scheme. Biotin ligase (BirA) biotiny-
lates proximal acceptor peptide (AP) with biotin-
AMP ester. Ligated biotin is then detected using
AlexaFluor-conjugated monovalent streptavidin
(mSA).
(B) Labeling of contacts between neurons ex-
pressing AP-NLG1 andVenus transfectionmarker,
and neurons expressing BirA-NRX1b and Ceru-
lean transfection marker. Negative controls are
shown with noninteracting mutants of NRX
(second row) and NLG (third row). The red channel
was overlayed on the blue and green channels.
BLINC using reporters with swapped BirA and AP
tags (BirA-NLG1 + AP-NRX1b) is shown in
Figure S2.
See also Figure S1, Figure S3, and Figure S4 for
additional reporter characterization.
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EDmammalian cells, we previously used protein fusions to BirA and
a modified form of AP for detection of intracellular protein-
protein interactions via interaction-dependent biotinylation
(Ferna´ndez-Sua´rez et al., 2008). To image intercellular protein-
protein interactions, we envisioned fusing BirA to neurexin1b
(NRX) and AP to neuroligin1 (NLG), as shown in Figure 1A. Inter-
action-dependent biotinylation would be initiated with the addi-
tion of biotin and ATP or synthetic biotin-AMP ester, which can
be used at lower concentrations to reduce the risk of purine
receptor activation (Howarth et al., 2006). Biotinylated AP would
be detected on the surface of live neurons with fluorophore-
conjugated monovalent streptavidin (mSA), which, unlike wild-
type streptavidin, cannot induce crosslinking (Howarth et al.,
2006). We named this methodology BLINC for ‘‘biotin labeling
of intercellular contacts.’’
The N-terminal ends of both NRX and NLG are extracellular
and face outward from the heterotetrameric complex (Arac¸
et al., 2007), such that fusion to AP and BirA would not be ex-
pected to disrupt oligomerization. Based on our estimates
from the BirA structure (Weaver et al., 2001) and the length of
AP, the fusion sites must be within 50 A˚ in order to allow BirA
to contact AP. This distance should be easily spanned by the
N-terminal ends of NRX and NLG within the heterotetramer.
We prepared all four fusion constructs: BirA-NRX, AP-NRX,
BirA-NLG, and AP-NLG (Figure S1A available online). We started
with tests in HEK cell cultures and then COS-neuron mixed
cultures and found that BLINC was possible, and site specific,
in these systems (Figures S1B and S1C).
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we separately transfected two pools of
suspended neurons immediately after
dissection and dissociation. One pool
expressed BirA-NRX and a fluorescent
protein marker, Cerulean. The other pool
expressed AP-NLG and Venus fluores-
cent protein marker. The two pools ofneurons were then plated together and allowed to form synaptic
contacts over 16 days. At DIV16 (16 days in vitro), cultures were
labeled with biotin-AMP for 15 min and then Alexa568-conju-
gated mSA for 3 min. Images in Figure 1B show Alexa568 signal
(‘‘BLINC signal’’) at sites of BirA-NRX/AP-NLG contact, as indi-
cated by the overlap between Cerulean and Venus markers.
As a measure of the specificity of BLINC labeling, > 97% of all
BLINC puncta were found to overlap with both Venus and Ceru-
lean markers.
To test whether BLINC was specific for NRX-NLG interactions
over neighboring (but noninteracting) NRX and NLG molecules,
we repeated the experiment using noninteracting mutants of
NRX and NLG. We separately confirmed that these mutants still
traffick to synapses (Figure S1A). Figure 1B shows that, with
these mutants, BLINC signal disappears. This is a somewhat
surprising result because for intracellular protein-protein interac-
tions, we previously found that full-length 15 amino acid AP did
not give interaction-dependent biotinylation; rather, we had to
use a shortened AP sequence called AP(3), with greatly
reduced affinity for BirA (Km > 300 mM) to eliminate interaction-
independent signal (Ferna´ndez-Sua´rez et al., 2008). By contrast,
the interaction-dependent labeling seen here with full-length AP
(Km 25 mM) may reflect the lower effective concentration of AP at
the synapse with respect to NRX-bound BirA, compared to AP in
the cytosol. We note that, with other fusion constructs, we have
observed weak interaction-independent biotinylation between
contacting cells when the biotinylation time is extended to > 1
hr (data not shown). With the constructs and labeling protocolOctober 29, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 457
described here, however, biotinylation is strictly interaction
dependent.
Figure 1 shows BLINC with the BirA-NRX + AP-NLG reporter
pair. We also tested the other reporter pair with the BirA and
AP tags swapped: AP-NRX + BirA-NLG. Figure S2 shows that
this reporter pair also gives interaction-dependent BLINC signal
and 96% overlap with Venus and Cerulean markers. However,
under identical labeling conditions, mean BLINC intensities at
single puncta were 10-fold lower than with the BirA-NRX + AP-
NLG reporter pair (Figure S4A). We therefore used the latter
pair for nearly all of the experiments in this study.
We performed a panel of control experiments to test the
expression levels of our reporter constructs in neurons and to
examine whether our BirA, AP, or mSA tags affected trafficking
or function. First, we determined that our reporter constructs
are probably expressed at a fraction of the level of their endog-
enous counterparts (Figure S3). Second, by colocalization
analysis, we determined that our tagged NRX and NLG
constructs traffick like previously characterized HA-NLG (Chih
et al., 2005) and HA-NRX (Taniguchi et al., 2007) (Figure S1A).
Third, we used the gain-of-function/overexpression assay to
determine that mSA-labeled AP-NLG has the same ability to
recruit presynaptic VGLUT as HA-NLG (Figures S3D and S3E),
and BirA-NRX has the same ability to recruit postsynaptic
PSD-95 marker as HA-NRX (Figures S3F and S3G).Characterization of BLINC Methodology
We wished to determine whether BLINC could differentiate
between larger and smaller NRX-NLG adhesion complexes
and therefore be used to study changes in complex size at
different stages of synapse development. Note that the term
‘‘complex size’’ refers to the number of NRX-NLG interactions
at a synapse, and not the physical dimensions of the adhesion
complex, which we are unable to measure. Previous work has
suggested that overexpression of NRX or NLG may mediate
synaptic effects by artificially enhancing NRX-NLG adhesion
complexes (Graf et al., 2004; Chih et al., 2005). Figure S4B
shows that overexpression of BLINC reporters does increase
BLINC signal at single puncta by 2.5-fold on average, suggesting
that BLINC is semiquantitative.
We compared BLINC to colocalization imaging for detection of
NRX-NLG interactions by transfecting neurons with CFP-NRX
and YFP-NLG alongwith the BLINC reporters. Figure S4C shows
that 95% ± 6% of BLINC puncta overlap with CFP-YFP colocal-
ization sites, whereas only 68% ± 9% of CFP-YFP colocalization
sites overlap with BLINC puncta. Further analysis (Figure S4C)
showed that the mismatch likely results from a high false-posi-
tive rate for the colocalization assay, rather than a high false-
negative rate for BLINC.
We also analyzed the overlap of BLINC signal with synaptic
markers (Figure 2A). In mature DIV16 cultures, we found that
96% ± 5% and 91% ± 4% of BLINC puncta overlapped with
the postsynaptic marker protein Homer and presynaptic marker
protein Bassoon, respectively. 83% ± 5%of BLINC puncta over-
lappedwith FM1-43, a dye that labels recycling presynaptic vesi-
cles. Thus, the majority of BLINC-labeled NRX-NLG interactions
in mature cultures are synaptic.
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Markers of Developmental Maturation
Synapse maturation is an activity-dependent process during
which synaptic features such as neurotransmitter vesicles and
ion channels assemble, leading to a stronger and more stable
synapse (Garner et al., 2006). If the NRX-NLG interaction is
involved in this process, we would expect a correlation between
NRX-NLG adhesion complex properties (such as size) and
synapse developmental stage. To test this, we simultaneously
imaged NRX-NLG BLINC signal and various markers of synapse
maturation at two different culture ages. Previous studies have
shown that our culturing conditions for hippocampal neurons
allow spontaneous activity that mimics the in vivo developmental
process (Mazzoni et al., 2007). Between DIV5 (‘‘immature’’
cultures) and DIV16 (‘‘mature’’ cultures), for example, dendritic
spines develop, synaptic markers such as Bassoon and Homer
accumulate, glutamate receptors arrive at the postsynaptic
membrane, and synaptic transmission increases significantly
(Kaech and Banker, 2006).
Figure 2B shows that BLINC signal correlates well in mature
DIV16 cultures with presynaptic marker Bassoon, postsynaptic
marker Homer, and FM1-43. The correlation is much poorer in
immature DIV5 cultures for Homer and FM1-43, although
improvement is seen for Homer after cultures are acutely stimu-
lated with high K+ for 1 min to induce synaptic activity. Bassoon
correlation with BLINC signal is high at both DIV5 and DIV16,
perhaps because Bassoon is an early-arriving protein in synapse
development (Friedman et al., 2000).
These observations suggest that NRX-NLG interactions are
linked with synapse maturation and lead to a working mecha-
nistic model for our study. Like Sudhof et al. (Chubykin et al.,
2007), we hypothesize that synaptic activity expands the size of
NRX-NLG adhesion complexes, perhaps via activity-dependent
regulation of NRX and NLG trafficking. The larger NRX-NLG
complexes may then, in turn, promote the recruitment or stabili-
zation of synaptic proteins, perhaps via multivalency or confor-
mational changes, leading to stronger andmore stable synapses.
Synaptic Activity Increases Neurexin-Neuroligin BLINC
Signal
To experimentally test the first part of our model—that synaptic
activity expands the size of the NRX-NLG adhesion complex—
we analyzed NRX-NLG BLINC signal at two culture ages.
Figure 2C shows that BLINC intensities at single puncta are
7.4-fold larger on average at DIV16 compared to DIV5. Chronic
incubation of cultures with APV, an NMDA receptor blocker,
fromDIV5-DIV16 abolishes the signal increase at DIV16.We per-
formed controls to show that the different BLINC intensities did
not result from a changing ratio of recombinant-to-endogenous
NLG1 between DIV5 and DIV16 (Figure S4D).
In addition, we examined the effect of acute chemical stimulus
on BLINC signal. We found that 1 min depolarization with high K+
to trigger global neurotransmitter release (Wittenmayer et al.,
2009) caused BLINC to increase 7.2-fold on average in DIV5
cultures (Figure 2C). This effect was suppressed when KCl was
added together with APV to block NMDA receptor activity.
One possible artifact in the interpretation of the data in
Figure 2C arises from the two-step nature of BLINC labeling.
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Figure 2. Neurexin-Neuroligin BLINC Signal Increases with Culture Age and Activity and Also Correlates with Pre- and Postsynaptic Markers
of Synapse Maturation
(A) Correlation of BLINC signal with Homer, Bassoon, and FM1-43 markers. In the top row, neurons coexpressing AP-NLG and Homer1b-CFP are plated with
neurons coexpressing BirA-NRX and Bassoon-GFP. In the bottom row, BLINC labeling was performed before FM1-43 loading in 50 mM KCl.
(B) Graphs of data in (A) show correlation between BLINC intensity and Bassoon, Homer, or FM1-43 intensity at single puncta. Sites without BLINC signal
were excluded from this analysis. For Homer and Bassoon, data are also shown after 1 min stimulation with 50 mM KCl. For each synaptic marker and each
condition, > 400 puncta from five different experiments were pooled and analyzed.
(C) Histograms comparing BLINC intensity at single puncta before and after 1 min stimulation (with or without 50 mM APV) at different culture ages. Pink lines
indicate the 25%–75% interquartile ranges. Insets show representative images andmean BLINC signal intensities (± SEM). APV is an NMDA receptor antagonist.
Chronic APV indicates incubation with 50 mM APV from DIV5 to DIV16.
See also Figure S4D.
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B Figure 3. Pulse-Chase BLINC and pHluorin
Imaging Detect Activity-Dependent Addi-
tion of New Neurexin-Neuroligin Interac-
tions to the Synapse
(A) Pulse-chase labeling scheme and representa-
tive epifluorescence images. BirA-NRX/AP-NLG
contacts were first labeled to saturation using
Alexa568 and then stimulated with KCl in the
presence of FM1-43. A second round of BLINC
with Alexa647 labeled newly formed NRX-NLG
interactions.
(B) Correlation of Alexa647 and Alexa568 intensi-
ties at single puncta, under basal conditions, and
with KCl stimulation at DIV5 (top graph) or DIV16
(bottom graph).
(C) Time-lapse imaging of pHluorin (SEP) fusions to
neurexin, neuroligin, and the GluR1 subunit of the
AMPA receptor to visualize activity-induced
surface insertion. The graph on the right shows
the mean fold change in SEP intensity at single
puncta relative to prestimulus levels. Each value
is averaged from > 900 puncta from three indepen-
dent experiments. Error bars represent SEM. See
Figure S5 for additional characterization of SEP
fusion constructs.
(D) Activity-induced neurexin-neuroligin interac-
tion formation requires recycling endosomes. A
dominant-negative Rab11a mutant, Rab11aS25N-
GFP (Park et al., 2004), was introduced at DIV12
to cultures expressing BLINC reporters. At
DIV14, pulse-chase labeling was performed as in
(A) except mSA-Alexa568 was used for both steps,
and the same field of view was imaged repeatedly.
The graph on the right shows the mean fold
change (± SEM) in BLINC puncta intensity upon
KCl stimulation, with and without Rab11aS25N-
GFP coexpression.RA
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EDA decrease in the mobility of AP-NLG, rather than an increase in
NRX-NLG complex size, could potentially lead to a larger BLINC
signal due to increased retention of biotinylated AP at the cell
surface, which would lead to stronger mSA staining. To check
for this artifact, we repeated all of the comparisons in
Figure 2C with a shorter biotinylation time of 5 min rather than
15 min. If changes in mobility played a role, we would expect
the fold change in BLINC to be less pronounced with 5 min
labeling, but this was not observed (data not shown).
In addition, we probed activity-dependent changes in NRX
and NLG surface levels by a separate assay. We prepared
fusions of NRX andNLG to super ecliptic pHluorin (SEP) (Sankar-
anarayanan et al., 2000), which is dark in acidic vesicles but
bright at the cell surface pH of 7.4. Figure S5A shows that these
constructs exhibit proper trafficking. We found that KCl stimula-
tion increases the abundance of both NRX and NLG at the cell
surface (vide infra; Figure 3C). Figure S5B shows that surface
NRX and NLG levels are also higher at DIV16 than at DIV5, but
not when cells are cultured in APV. Combined with the BLINC
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activity—both acute and developmental—increases NRX-NLG
interactions, and such increase depends on the activity of the
NMDA receptor.
Activity Induces Surface Insertion of Neurexin
and Neuroligin and New Interaction Formation
What is the mechanism of activity-induced increase in NRX-NLG
complex size? One possibility is that activity induces the addition
of new NRX-NLG interactions to each synapse. Another
possibility is that turnover/removal of NRX-NLG interactions
from each synapse is slowed or arrested. Our single time point
BLINC assay above does not distinguish between these mecha-
nisms, so we developed new BLINC assays to probe these
mechanisms separately. In this section, we describe a pulse-
chase labeling assay to detect new NRX-NLG interaction addi-
tion to single synapses (Figure 3). In the next section, we
describe a time-lapse/surface quenching assay to detect NRX-
NLG interaction removal from single synapses (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Time-Lapse Imaging and Surface Quenching Reveal Activity-Dependent Arrest of Neurexin and Neuroligin Internalization at
Synapses
(A) Assay scheme and representative images. After BLINC labeling and incubation at 37C for 15min, internalized biotinylated AP-NLG is selectively visualized by
quenching surface fluorescence with trypan blue (Howarth et al., 2008). To visualize neurexin internalization, the same assay was performed with AP on NRX
instead of NLG. Percent internalization values for single puncta were calculated by taking the ratio of pre- and postquench BLINC intensities.
(B) Histograms showing the percent internalization of biotinylatedNLG (left) or biotinylated NRX (right) at single puncta. Values in the upper right of each graph give
the percent of puncta showing > 5% internalization.
(C)Model describing the turnover of NRX-NLG interactions under basal conditions and how it changes in response to stimulation to give larger adhesion complexes.RE
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BLINC is performed with mSA-Alexa568 and incubation time
is extended to ensure saturation labeling of all cell surface
NRX-NLG interactions. Then, cultures are stimulated with KCl
in the presence of FM1-43 to confirm mobilization of synaptic
vesicles. Newly formed NRX-NLG interactions are detected
with a second round of BLINC labeling using mSA-Alexa647.
Figures 3A and 3B show that KCl induces robust addition
of NRX-NLG interactions in DIV5 cultures, in contrast tountreated cultures that exhibit much less NRX-NLG interaction
addition during the same time period. Coapplication of
NMDA receptor blocker APV with KCl completely stopped
interaction addition, even to a level below that of untreated
cultures. These data suggest that NMDA receptor activity is
crucial for NRX-NLG interaction addition, both in the stimulated
and basal states. Similar trends, though less pronounced, were
observed in older DIV16 cultures (Figure 3B). Bicuculline with
4-aminopyridine to elicit acute action potentials (HardinghamCell 143, 456–469, October 29, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 461
et al., 2002) also had the same effect as KCl at DIV5 (data not
shown).
What is the source of new NRX-NLG interactions? Do they
arise from new surface NRX and NLG molecules, delivered
from internal pools? Do NRX and NLGmolecules diffuse laterally
on the cell surface into the synaptic cleft? Or are excess mole-
cules of NRX and NLG already present at the synaptic cleft,
and stimulus causes a rearrangement that leads to new binding
interactions? To investigate this question, we performed two
assays. First, we imaged SEP-NRX and SEP-NLG during KCl
stimulation (Figure 3C). We found that both undergo activity-
induced surface insertion but with different kinetics. SEP-NRX
displayed gradual surface insertion over 15 min to 3.8-fold
above prestimulus levels, whereas SEP-NLG first inserted
strongly (7-fold increase) and then decreased to3.5-fold above
prestimulus levels after 15min. As a control, we also imaged SEP
fused to the GluR1 subunit of the AMPA receptor, which has
previously been shown to undergo activity-dependent surface
insertion (Kopec et al., 2006). SEP-GluR1 displayed similar
kinetics to SEP-NLG1, inserting strongly and then decreasing
to a level 2.4-fold above prestimulus levels. This observation
suggested that NLG1 and AMPA receptor trafficking may be
mechanistically linked.
Controls with acidification of external media confirmed that
SEP fluorescence was indeed from the cell surface
(Figure S5D). At the end of each experiment, we also increased
intracellular pH with NH4Cl and saw that internal SEP-NRX and
SEP-NLG pools colocalized with their surface counterparts
(Figure S5D).
GluR1-containing AMPA receptors are delivered to the post-
synaptic membrane from recycling endosomes (Wang et al.,
2008). To determine whether NLG1 is similarly delivered from
recycling endosomes, we performed pulse-chase labeling
in the presence of a dominant-negative Rab11a mutant,
Rab11aS25N (Park et al., 2004), to disrupt activity-induced
mobilization of recycling endosomes. Figure 3D shows that
BLINC signal growth requires NLG delivery from recycling endo-
somes. We conclude that surface insertion of NRX and NLG is
a likely mechanism for new NRX-NLG interaction formation.
Activity Also Arrests the Internalization of Synaptic
Neurexin and Neuroligin
NRX-NLG complex growth could also be caused by activity-
dependent slowing or arrest of NRX-NLG interaction removal
from synapses. To test this hypothesis, we performed BLINC
labeling of NRX-NLG interactions, stimulated the cultures, incu-
bated for 15min, and then addedmembrane-impermeant trypan
blue to quench cell surface fluorescence (Howarth et al., 2008)
(Figure 4A). By comparing the BLINC signal before and after
quenching, we could quantify the fraction of internalized biotiny-
lated AP-NLG at each synapse.
Figures 4A and 4B show that, without stimulation, 75%of DIV5
synapses show > 5% internalization of biotinylated AP-NLG.
After 1min KCl stimulation, however, internalization is essentially
arrested; only 1% of DIV5 synapses show > 5% internalization.
Note that this arrested behavior was observed 15 min after KCl
stimulation; separate experiments showed that the ‘‘memory’’
of stimulation persisted for up to 45 min after stimulation (data
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with KCl blocked the effect; AP-NLG internalization arrest was
no longer observed (Figure 4B).
We also used the other BLINC reporter pair, AP-NRX andBirA-
NLG, to examine the activity-dependent internalization of bioti-
nylated NRX. The same trends were observed (Figure 4B).
Without stimulation, AP-NRX displayed a wide range of internal-
ization extents. With 1 min KCl stimulation, internalization of
biotinylated AP-NRX was completely arrested. The effect was
mostly removed when APV was added with KCl, which is
particularly interesting given that NMDA receptors are on the
postsynaptic membrane, whereas AP-NRX is on the presynaptic
membrane. A retrograde signal must connect NMDA receptor
activity to NRX trafficking—possibly the NRX-NLG interaction
itself.
These internalization assays were also repeated in mature
DIV16 cultures (Figure 4B). The same trends were observed,
with one notable difference. Biotinylated AP-NLG internalized
to a lesser extent under basal conditions at DIV16 compared
to DIV5. In contrast, AP-NRX internalization was mostly
unchanged. This suggests that both acute stimulus and develop-
mental activity can alter the kinetics of NLG, but not NRX,
turnover.
The model in Figure 4C consolidates our observations from
single time point BLINC, pulse-chase BLINC, time-lapse/surface
quenching BLINC, and SEP fusion imaging. Under basal
conditions, we envision slow turnover of NRX-NLG interactions
at the synapse, with new interaction formation balanced by
NRX-NLG internalization/removal. With acute stimulus or devel-
opmental activity, however, more NRX and NLG molecules are
delivered to the cell surface to form trans-interactions, and
removal of NRX-NLG pairs is also arrested. Both processes
seem to require the activity of the NMDA receptor. These
changes lead to a net increase in the number of NRX-NLG inter-
actions at each synapse, i.e., larger NRX-NLG adhesion
complexes.
Activity-Dependent Growth of the Neurexin-Neuroligin
Complex Is Correlated with AMPA Receptor Insertion
Having observed activity-dependent growth of the NRX-NLG
adhesion complex, we wondered whether this could, in turn,
promote synapse maturation via recruitment or stabilization of
specific molecules at the synaptic membrane. To investigate
this, we used one of the most established markers of mature
or potentiated synapses, the AMPA receptor (Groc et al.,
2006). pHluorin (SEP) fused to the GluR1 subunit of the AMPA
receptor (SEP-GluR1) has been shown to insert robustly into
postsynaptic membranes upon synaptic stimulation (Kopec
et al., 2006) (Figure 3C). Figure 5A shows our protocol for simul-
taneous time-lapse imaging of NRX-NLG complex growth and
SEP-GluR1 insertion, in which two rounds of BLINC staining
are performed, before and after stimulation, with the same
mSA-Alexa568 reagent. Figure 5C shows that BLINC signal
increases by 3.7-fold on average upon KCl stimulation and that
prestimulus BLINC intensity is correlated with poststimulus
BLINC intensity at each synapse. It can be seen in the first two
rows of Figure 5A that synapses that exhibit BLINC signal growth
also recruit the AMPA receptor. Figures 5D and 5E show that the
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Figure 5. Disrupting Activity-Induced Neurexin-Neuroligin Complex Growth Disrupts AMPA Receptor Recruitment
(A) Simultaneous imaging of NRX-NLG complex growth and AMPA receptor recruitment. Neurons coexpressing AP-NLG and SEP-GluR1 were plated with
neurons expressing BirA-NRX. BLINC labeling was performed twice on each sample—both before and after KCl stimulus—with mSA-Alexa568. The top two
rows show the same field of view before and after stimulus. Bottom rows show the same experiment with coexpressed perturbing mutants BirA-NRX(D137A)
or AP-NLG(AChE swap). Arrowheads point to BLINC-positive sites at which SEP-GluR1 recruitment is disrupted. Arrows point to either extrasynaptic sites or
contacts between transfected dendrites and untransfected axons, at which activity-induced SEP-GluR1 insertion is still observed. Scale bars, 5 mm.
(B) Coexpression of BirA-NRX(D137A) or AP-NLG(AChE swap) with BLINC reporters decreases BLINC signal. Neurons were transfected with the indicated ratios
of expression plasmids. Each mean BLINC intensity (± SEM) was calculated from > 500 single puncta. See also Figure S6 for additional characterization of NRX
and NLG mutants.
(C) Correlation of prestimulus BLINC intensity with poststimulus BLINC intensity at single DIV5 puncta.
(D) Correlation of change in BLINC intensity with change in SEP-GluR1 intensity upon stimulus of DIV5 cultures. Inset shows zoom.
(E) Correlation of BLINC and SEP-GluR1 intensities before and after KCl stimulation for single puncta at DIV5.
See also Figure S7 for analogous experiments performed with glycine stimulation instead of KCl.
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magnitude of AMPA receptor recruitment (DSEP-GluR1) is
correlated with the magnitude of NRX-NLG complex expansion
(DBLINC) at single synapses.
Disruption of Neurexin-Neuroligin Complex Growth
Inhibits AMPA Receptor Recruitment
Having established a correlation between NRX-NLG complex
growth and AMPA receptor recruitment, we next asked whether
NRX-NLG complex growth was required for AMPA receptor
recruitment. To investigate this, we perturbed NRX-NLG
complex growth by coexpressing BirA-NRX(D137A), a noninter-
acting NRX mutant (Graf et al., 2006), along with our standard
BLINC reporters. Figure 5B shows that this mutant has a domi-
nant-negative effect on the BLINC signal. Introduction of all three
plasmids at a 1:1:1 ratio leads to a 4.7-fold reduction in BLINC
signal compared to just the two reporter plasmids alone.
Notably, the effect on BLINC signal is even more pronounced
after stimulation (Figure 5C and Figure S6); the NRX mutant
appears to promote the removal of wild-type NRX from the
synapse by an unknown mechanism (Figure S6D).
When the perturbing mutant BirA-NRX(D137A) is introduced,
Figures 5A–5E show that BLINC signal no longer increases at
single synapses upon KCl stimulation. At these same synapses,
SEP-GluR1 surface recruitment is now blocked. One conse-
quence of our experimental setup is that, in addition to BLINC-
positive contacts between transfected axons and transfected
dendrites, each culture also contains BLINC-negative contacts
between untransfected axons and transfected dendrites. It can
be seen in Figure 5A (see arrows) and also Figure S7A (which
uses a CFP marker to highlight transfected axons) that these
BLINC-negative synapses lacking the perturbing mutant BirA-
NRX(D137A) do show robust activity-dependent SEP-GluR1
recruitment, which serves as an internal positive control.
The same set of experiments with and without BirA-NRX
(D137A) coexpressed were also performed using glycine stim-
ulus in the absence of magnesium to activate NMDA receptors
in a cell culture model of LTP (Park et al., 2004) (Figures S7B
and S7C). Similar results were obtained. We also performed
the flipped experiment, with the noninteracting mutant AP-NLG
(AChE swap) coexpressed with the BLINC reporters to perturb
NRX-NLG complex growth from the postsynaptic rather than
presynaptic side. Similar results were again obtained (Figure 5).
To examine the relationship between NRX-NLG complex
growth and AMPA receptor recruitment during development,
we analyzed synapses at DIV16 with and without the perturbing
NRX and NLG mutants coexpressed. Figure 6A shows that,
whereas SEP-GluR1 and BLINC signals are correlated at
DIV16, mutant NRX or NLG coexpression drastically reduces
BLINC signal, prevents SEP-GluR1 recruitment, and removes
the correlation between BLINC and SEP-GluR1 signals. Chronic
APV treatment to block NMDA receptor activity from DIV5-16
has a similar effect (Figure 6A).
We also examined the effect of increasing network activity
with bicuculline from DIV3-DIV5 (Ehlers, 2003) in an attempt to
artificially accelerate synapse development. Analysis of SEP-
NRX and SEP-NLG shows that these conditions promote NRX
and NLG surface insertion (Figure S5C), similar to the nonaccel-
erated developmental process from DIV5 to DIV16 (Figure S5B).
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increase in BLINC and SEP-GluR1. Perturbation of NRX-NLG
complex growth with BirA-NRX(D137A) both reduces BLINC
signal and prevents SEP-GluR1 recruitment to synapses
(Figure 6B). APV addition from DIV3-DIV5 has a similar effect.
One caveat is that, because we are expressing the perturbing
mutants along with the BLINC reporters from DIV0, it is possible
that other effects, such as downregulation of NMDA receptors,
may contribute to the disruption of AMPA receptor recruitment.
Future experiments with more temporally restricted perturba-
tions will address this concern. In aggregate, our results suggest
that activity-dependent NRX-NLG complex expansion and
NMDA receptor activity are together required for AMPA receptor
recruitment during development and in response to acute simu-
lation.
DISCUSSION
Technology for Imaging trans-Synaptic Protein-Protein
Interactions
Our BLINCmethod for imaging intercellular protein-protein inter-
actions should be generally extensible to a wide variety of
protein-protein pairs and to many cell types, such as the HEK
and COS cells shown in Figures S1B and S1C. Our previous
work showed that this strategy is extensible to intracellular
protein-protein interactions (Ferna´ndez-Sua´rez et al., 2008),
but after live-cell biotinylation, cells must be fixed in order to
be stained by membrane-impermeant streptavidin.
We applied BLINC to image the trans-synaptic neurexin-neu-
roligin interaction. Compared to the alternative detection
strategy of GFP complementation (GRASP) (Feinberg et al.,
2008), BLINC is nontrapping, much faster (providing signal in
as little as 8 min), and less prone to false positives. Via pulse-
chase labeling or time-lapse imaging with surface quenching,
the dynamics of interaction formation and destruction can be
studied.
BLINC in its current form does have limitations, however, and
design improvements are needed to fully exploit the power of
enzymatic probe ligation for protein interaction detection. First,
the two-step nature of the labeling adds complexity and poten-
tially introduces artifacts when, for example, biotinylated AP
internalizes into cells before streptavidin is able to stain it.
A one-step labeling protocol, such as with our coumarin fluoro-
phore ligase (Uttamapinant et al., 2010), would be preferable if
the kinetics could be improved. The other advantage of elimi-
nating the streptavidin-staining step would be better compati-
bility with labeling in live tissue, where delivery and washout of
large reagents is difficult (mSA is 56 kD). Second, biotinylation
and streptavidin staining are irreversible, so the BLINC signal
remains even after the protein pair has separated. It would be
better to have a reversible label, although, in themeantime, tricks
such as surface quenching can provide some information about
the dynamics of protein separation.
Here, we used BLINC as a tool to study the biology of the neu-
rexin-neuroligin interaction, but we also envision the use of
BLINC and related methodologies for general synapse labeling
and circuit mapping, similar to GRASP (Feinberg et al., 2008).
Depending on the proteins to which BirA and AP tags are fused,
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Figure 6. Disrupting Neurexin-Neuroligin Complex Growth during Developmental Maturation Disrupts AMPA Receptor Recruitment
(A) Neurons prepared as in Figure 5 were labeled and imaged at DIV5 or DIV16. Arrowheads point to BLINC sites that do not contain surface AMPA receptors
because of BirA-NRX(D137A) or AP-NLG(AChE swap) coexpression. Arrows point to surface AMPA receptors that may be localized to dendrites apposing
untransfected axons. Graphs on right show correlation of BLINC and SEP-GluR1 intensities at single puncta for each condition. Note that, with chronic 50
mMAPV treatment fromDIV5 to DIV16, we observed small SEP-GluR1 puncta (mean intensity 8.5 ± 2.5, compared to 62.2 ± 6.4 for the non-APV condition), which
may result from rapid AMPA receptor recruitment upon switching of cells to non-APV buffer (Liao et al., 2001). Scale bars, 5 mm.
(B) Neurons prepared as in (A) and Figure 5 were untreated or incubated with 40 mMbicuculline in the presence or absence of 50 mMAPV for 48 hr fromDIV3-DIV5
to increase network activity. Graphs on the right show correlation of BLINC and SEP-GluR1 intensities at single puncta. Scale bars, 5 mm.
See also Figure S5C for SEP-NRX and SEP-NLG imaging under the same conditions and Figure S6 for characterization of NRX and NLG perturbing mutants.
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before conventional synapse markers such as FM1-43 and
Bassoon are visible. In addition, BLINC with activity-dependent
proteins would allow one to distinguish between active versus
inactive synapses or newer versus older synapses.
Activity-Dependent Trafficking and Interactions
of Neurexin and Neuroligin
NRX and NLG have been shown to travel in packets with other
synaptic proteins, and sites of stationary packets seem to
mark sites for development of apposing synaptic termini (Gerrow
et al., 2006; Fairless et al., 2008). Gutierrez et al. showed that
acute stimulus can slow NLG1 motion and that presynaptic
R proteins accumulate at these stop sites (Gutie´rrez et al., 2009).Whether these locations represent sites of surface insertionand NRX-NLG interactions is unknown.
In general, due to lack of suitable technology, NRX-NLG inter-
actions have only been probed indirectly by gain-of-function and
loss-of-function assays. For example, overexpression of NRX in
nonneuronal cells (Graf et al., 2004), or NLG in neurons (Chih
et al., 2005), leads to enhanced recruitment of synaptic mole-
cules to apposing neuronal termini. The inference is that NRX-
NLG interactions mediated the effect. Conversely, NLG
knockout disrupts presynaptic recruitment of synaptophysin
and VGLUT (Varoqueaux et al., 2006) or Bassoon (Wittenmayer
et al., 2009), also presumably via disruption of the NRX-NLGCell 143, 456–469, October 29, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 465
interaction. How activity affects the trafficking and interactions
of NRX and NLG, and ultimately the function of this trans-
synaptic complex, is therefore currently unknown.
Here, we directly and noninvasively imaged the trafficking and
interactions of NRX and NLG by BLINC and also by pHluorin
tagging. We found that NRX-NLG interactions are dynamic and
turn over steadily under basal conditions. Synaptic activity
induces the expansion of NRX-NLG complexes via a combina-
tion of new NRX and NLG surface insertion and arrest of NRX
and NLG internalization. Both activity-dependent surface inser-
tion and internalization arrest require the activity of the NMDA
receptor. Of interest, in our BLINC and pHluorin experiments,
we did not observe any long-range (>500 nm) lateral trafficking
of NRX and NLG into or out of synapses along the surface
membrane. One question raised but not answered by our study
is where in the synaptic cleft NRX-NLG interactions are found.
BLINC in combination with super-resolution imaging techniques
should help to determine whether NRX-NLG interactions are
located in the center or periphery of synapses.
Colocalization analysis of BLINC with synaptic markers
showed that nearly all NRX-NLG interactions are found at
Homer- and Bassoon-containing synapses at DIV16 (Figure 2).
At DIV5, however, we observed many BLINC puncta that did
not overlap with either Homer or FM1-43, although overlap
with Bassoon was high (Figure 2). This suggests that, even if
NRX-NLG interactions are not required for synapse initiation,
they still could represent one of the earliest events in the matu-
ration of nascent contacts, arriving even before functional
synaptic vesicles. Also supporting this idea is that, during our
two-color pulse-chase labeling experiments, we observed
numerous Alexa647 puncta (new NRX-NLG interactions) that
did not overlap with Alexa568 (old NRX-NLG interactions) or
FM1-43 (Figure 3). These may represent new or unsilenced
synapses that have NRX-NLG interactions, but not synaptic
vesicle activity. An interesting but unanswered question is
whether all BLINC-positive sites eventually become functional
synapses with vesicle release activity or whether formation of
NRX-NLG interactions does not represent a committed step.
BLINC also revealed several interesting differences between
immature DIV5 cultures andmature DIV16 cultures. For instance,
DIV5 neurons gave larger responses to chemical stimulation than
older DIV16 neurons in pulse-chase BLINC labeling (Figure 3 and
Figure 5). In our surface quenching assay (Figure 4), we found
a higher degree of AP-NLG internalization at DIV5 than at
DIV16. As neurons mature, decreased dendritic endocytic
capacity (Blanpied et al., 2003) may stabilize NLG at synapses,
contributing to the maturation process. Such plasticity in
younger neurons suggests a role for NRX and NLG in the early
phases of synapse maturation and possibly circuit refinement.
However, the observation that DIV16 neurons also show
activity-dependent changes in NRX-NLG complexes (Figure 3)
suggests that these proteins may also modulate plasticity in
mature neurons (Gutie´rrez et al., 2009).
We found that inhibition of postsynaptic NMDA receptor
activity affected both surface levels (Figure S5B) and internaliza-
tion kinetics of presynaptic neurexin (Figure 4), suggesting
retrograde signaling. Hayashi et al. previously observed that
overexpression of NLG1 and its intracellular binding partner
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concluded that the PSD-95-NLG1 complex may regulate
presynaptic release probability via retrograde signaling, possibly
via the NRX-NLG complex itself (Futai et al., 2007). The retro-
grade signaling that we observe may also be mediated by NRX
binding to NLG. For example, NMDA receptor activity may
lead to NLG surface insertion and, hence, more trans-binding
to NRX, which then undergoes a conformational change that
reduces its association with clathrin adaptor proteins.
Relationship between Neurexin-Neuroligin Interaction
and AMPA Receptor Recruitment
Previous studies have linked NRX-NLG signaling with the
AMPA receptor. For example, Nam et al. observed that NRX in
nonneuronal PC12 cells induces clustering of PSD-95, NMDA
receptors, and AMPA receptors (after glutamate application) in
contacting dendrites of cocultured hippocampal neurons (Nam
and Chen, 2005). Heine et al. plated NRX-coated beads on top
of neurons and observed recruitment of PSD-95 and GluR2
containing, but not GluR1 containing, AMPA receptors to the
contact sites (Heine et al., 2008).
NRX-NLG interactions and AMPA receptors have also been
linked via their shared connection to NMDA receptors.
Numerous studies have demonstrated the importance of
NMDA receptor activity for the synaptic functions of NRX and
NLG (Chubykin et al., 2007; Wittenmayer et al., 2009) and for
stable recruitment of AMPA receptors (Groc et al., 2006).
Here, we used both pHluorin imaging and BLINC to probe the
relationship between NRX-NLG interactions and AMPA recep-
tors in pure neuron cultures, without overexpression. First,
pHluorin imaging showed that NLG1 andGluR1 AMPA receptors
undergo activity-induced surface insertion with similar kinetics
(Figure 3). Second, we found that surface NLG1 is delivered
from Rab11a-containing recycling endosomes (Figure 3), from
which GluR1 AMPA receptors also originate (Park et al., 2004).
Simultaneous imaging of NRX-NLG complex growth and
GluR1 recruitment at single synapses revealed that both
processes are correlated (Figure 5). Furthermore, perturbation
of NRX-NLG complex growth, using NRX or NLG noninteracting
mutants, prevented GluR1 recruitment at those specific
synapses (Figure 5 and Figure 6).
An intriguing aspect of our study was the effect of interaction-
deficient mutants of NRX and NLG on NRX-NLG complex
dynamics. For example, coexpression of NRX(D137A) seems
to destabilize surface wild-type NRX, abolish activity-dependent
growth by removal of wild-type NRX from the synapse surface,
and consequently abolish AMPA receptor recruitment
(Figure S6, Figure 5, and Figure 6). This could be partly explained
by NRX oligomerization, although there is no current data
supporting direct or indirect (via scaffolding proteins) oligomeri-
zation of NRX. These results also raise the possibility that muta-
tions in NRX and NLG genes associated with autism spectrum
disorders (ASD) may not only affect trafficking, but also influence
surface dynamics of the NRX-NLG complex and, hence, trans-
synaptic signaling.
Figure 7 shows a proposed model for the trafficking and inter-
actions of NRX, NLG, and AMPA receptors during synapse
maturation. The link between NRX-NLG interactions and AMPA
TE
Figure 7. Model for Activity-Dependent
Trafficking and Interactions of Neurexin,
Neuroligin, and AMPA Receptor during
Synapse Maturation
Nascent synapses have few NRX-NLG interac-
tions, few NMDA receptors, and probably few
AMPA receptors. If present, these AMPA recep-
tors are considered labile (Groc et al., 2006).
Synaptic activity causes robust insertion of both
NLG1 and AMPA receptors into the postsynaptic
membrane via NMDA receptor activity and mobi-
lization of recycling endosomes (Park et al., 2004).
Synaptic activity also arrests internalization of
both neurexin and neuroligin. Gradually, some
NLG1 molecules are stabilized by binding to
NRX on the presynaptic membrane. NRX-bound
NLGs stabilize AMPA receptors, whereas the
ones not bound by NRX may endocytose back
along with AMPA receptors. Note that, while
surface NRX levels increase gradually in this model, surface NLG1 increases strongly and then decreases again to a level higher than basal. In this model,
activity-dependent recruitment of the AMPA receptor requires both NMDA receptor activation and activity-dependent NRX-NLG complex growth. These
processes ultimately lead to unsilencing or maturation of the synapse.
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EDreceptors provides a molecular mechanism to rapidly and
efficiently couple structural changes at the synapse to modula-
tion of synaptic function. Aside from stabilizing AMPA receptors,
the NRX-NLG interaction may contribute to synapse maturity in
other ways as well, such as by increasing synapse adhesive
force or promoting the recruitment or stabilization of other
molecules.
Whether such NRX-NLG complex growth is a general mech-
anism for maturation of all synapses and how this phenomenon
functions cooperatively with other adhesion systems during
development is unknown. For example, because NLG1 and
NLG2 seem to specify the excitatory and inhibitory properties
of synapses, respectively, our studies raise the question of
whether inhibitory synapses mature via similar NRX-NLG2
signaling that recruits the GABA receptor. Recently, several
new binding partners for NRX and NLG have been discovered
(Siddiqui et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2010). How these interactions
influence NRX-NLG dynamics and function is unknown. It
will be intriguing to use BLINC to probe these and related
questions.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Neuron Culture
Dissociated hippocampal neurons were prepared from E18 rat pups. Separate
populations of suspended neurons were electroporated using a Nucleofector
apparatus (Amaxa) with AP-NLG or BirA-NRX. 1 mg of each reporter plasmid
was used for 4 million neurons. The two neuron pools were then plated
together and allowed to form synaptic contacts for 5–16 days in vitro.
BLINC Labeling
Neurons were washed twice with Tyrode’s buffer (see Extended Experimental
Procedures for recipe) and incubated with 10 mM biotin-AMP ester (Howarth
et al., 2006) in Tyrode’s buffer for 5–20 min at room temperature. Cells were
then washed once with Tyrode’s buffer and twice with TC buffer (Tyrode’s
buffer plus 0.5% biotin-free casein) before incubation with 5–7 mg/ml
mSA-Alexa568 (Howarth et al., 2006) in TC buffer for 3 min at room
temperature in the dark. Cells were washed with Tyrode’s buffer and either
imaged live in Tyrode’s buffer or fixed, depending on the downstream
experiments.
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KCl stimulation was performed for 1 min using 50 mM KCl, 78.5 mM NaCl,
2 mM CaCl2, 2 mMMgCl2, 30 mM glucose, and 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.4). Bicu-
culline stimulation was performed for 5 min using 50 mM bicuculline (Tocris)
and 250 mM 4-amino-pyridine (4-AP, Tocris) in Tyrode’s buffer.
Two-Color Pulse-Chase BLINC Labeling
The first round of BLINC was performed as described above, with 20 min
biotin-AMP and 3 min mSA-Alexa568. Neurons were then stimulated with
KCl as described above in the presence of 10 mM FM1-43. Cells were washed
with Tyrode’s buffer once and immediately incubated with biotin-AMP for
5 min followed by mSA-Alexa647 for 3 min. Cells were then washed with Ty-
rode’s buffer and imaged live immediately within 5–10 min at room tempera-
ture. For experiments with APV, 50 mMAPV (Sigma) was added to the Tyrode’s
wash buffer and to the stimulation buffer after the first BLINC labeling.
Single-Color Pulse-Chase BLINC Labeling
Neurons were labeled and imaged in a RC21B chamber using a PM-2 heated
platform (Warner Instruments, Hamden CT). Cells were constantly perfused
with Tyrode’s buffer running through an in-line heater set at 37C. All labeling
reagents and stimulants were delivered by perfusion. The first round of BLINC
was performed as described above, with 20 min biotin-AMP and 3 min mSA-
Alexa568, and prestimulus images were acquired. Neurons were then stimu-
lated with KCl as described above, washed, and labeled a second time with
biotin-AMP for 5 min and mSA-Alexa568 for 3 min. Seven minutes after the
second BLINC labeling, poststimulus images were acquired. This delay was
to match the 15 min time window between stimulus and surface quenching
steps in Figure 4.
For glycine stimulus experiments, neurons were initially perfused with
Tyrode’s buffer containing 10 mM CNQX, 50 mM APV, and 1 mM strychnine.
The first round of BLINC labeling was performed in this same buffer. Neurons
were then stimulated for 3 min with 200 mM glycine, 1 mM strychnine, and
20 mM bicuculline in Tyrode’s buffer (without magnesium) (Park et al., 2004).
Neurons were then switched to Tyrode’s buffer containing 2 mM MgCl2,
0.5 mM tetrodotoxin, 10 mM CNQX, 50 mM APV, and 1 mM strychnine for the
second round of BLINC labeling for 8 min. Imaging was performed in this
same buffer after 7 min.
BLINC Internalization Assay via Surface Fluorescence Quenching
After BLINC labeling as described above, neurons were stimulated with KCl as
described above and then incubated in Tyrode’s buffer for 15 min at 37C. For
surface fluorescence quenching, Tyrode’s buffer was replacedwith pre-chilled
(4C) quench buffer (20 mM trypan blue [VWR International] in Tyrode’s buffer)
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for 1 min. Images were acquired immediately before and after surface quench-
ing. Where indicated, 100 mM APV was added during stimulation and in all
subsequent steps to block NMDA receptor activity.
Detailed protocols for neuron culture preparation, pHluorin imaging, cell
fixation, immunostaining, fluorescence microscopy, and image analysis can
be found in the Extended Experimental Procedures.SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures and
seven figures and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/j.cell.
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